
Burford Paintable Island Unit
Assembly & Application Information

This leaflet gives a general overview of the materials and assembly method for 
constructing the Burford Paintable Island Unit. Size applications can vary due to 
specific requirements, however this leaflet shows what can be achieved using the 
components listed.

Introduction

600 Half Height Wall Cabinet (inc. frontals) x4
800 2 Drawer Cabinet (inc. frontals) x2
Tower Decor End x1
Deep Wall Decor End x4
Breakfast Backing Panel x2
2.4m Worktop x2
Oak Slats x16
Oak Square Newel Post (NWL0037) x8
Oak Square Half Newel Post (NWL0038) x6

Shallow Drawer Box x4 (HYH3255 deep or HYH3250 std)
Assembly Screws - 30mm & 40mm
Dowels (8mm) x56
Glue

Application Example

Components Required

The illustration below shows a typical example of what can be achieved, detailing 
panel sizes and component positioning.

Note: For painting the components for the Burford Island Unit, please refer to the 
painting leaflet available on Depotlink.
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Installation Example

Follow the exploded diagram below for component identification and positioning. 
Fittings use and locations can vary depending on the materials and preference 
of the fitter.

Fit the shallow drawer box to the cabinets (E) following the 
dimensions. Note: Please refer to the kitchen installation 
manual for drawer adjustment and frontal fixing.

1. Cut the panels to the correct sizes following the application example.
Note: Make sure the panels are measured and checked before cutting.

2. Drill the legs (D1 & D2) and the front and side rails (A, B & C) for dowel
locations. Note: Check your measurements before drilling.

3. Apply glue to dowel holes in the rails then gently tap dowels into position.

4. Drill dowel locations in the side edges of the end panel (H) and
corresponding holes in the top of the legs (D1). Apply glue to dowel holes in the 
end panel and gently tap dowels into place. We recommend 3 dowel fixings per 
side.

Note: Once fitted, the rails (A, B & C) should be flush with the inside edges of 
the legs.

5. Assemble the end leg frames together (A, H & D), aligning dowels with glued
dowel holes.

6. Drill dowel locations in the side edges of the internal side panels (I) and
corresponding holes in the leg sections (D). Apply glue to dowel holes in panels 
(I) and gently tap dowels into position. We recommend 3 dowel fixings per side.

7. Fit the internal side panel (I) and legs (D2) together aligning dowels with
glued dowel holes.

ASSEMBLE THE END SECTIONS UPSIDEDOWN FOR EASE OF ASSEMBLY

8. Fit the two leg sections (D1 & D2) each side of the HH wall cabinets (E) and
front rails (B). Secure the cabinets to the front legs and side panels from the 
inside using assembly screws to secure.

IMPORTANT: Cabinets should be positioned back from the front edge of the 
legs by the thickness of the frontal. This will mean the frontals will be flush with 
the front of the legs once fitted.

Repeat stage 8 for the other side assembly

9. Fit a decor end panel (L) to the underside of the HH cabinets (E). Secure
through the decor end and into the underside of the cabinet. 
Note: The front of the panel should be flush with the front of the legs

TURN THE END SECTIONS UPRIGHT

10. Join the two end frame assemblies together placing the rails (C) in between
the legs (D2). Secure the rails aligning dowels with glued dowel holes.

11. Fit the two central cabinets to the assembly, securing them to the legs
(D2). Cabinet legs should be fitted to the back leg positions of the cabinet for 
stability. Adjust the legs to the correct height so cabinet is level.

IMPORTANT: Cabinets should be positioned back from the front edge of the 
legs by the thickness of the frontal. This will mean the frontals will be flush with 
the front of the legs once fitted.

Secure the cabinets together at the back using metal plates for extra stability.

12. Join two worktops (G) together using the worktop fixing bolts. Follow the
kitchen installation manual for information on joining worktops. 

13. Fit the top (G) to the assembly placing centrally (20mm overhang all
around). Secure the top up through the cabinets (E) and (F) using assembly 
screws. Note: If using granite tops, silicone fix to the tops of the cabinets.

14. Fit the slats (J & K) to each side of the unit. Secure the slats to the rails (A
& B) using screws to secure. Drill the slat positions before securing with the 
screws.

15. Fit the drawer boxes and frontals to the 2 drawer base cabinets.

16. Fit the runners to the HH wall cabinets in the positions shown then secure
the frontals.

For handle fixing and runner adjustment, refer to the kitchen installation 
manual.
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